PDI Firewall as a Service

Managed firewall security for the whole organization

Firewall management is not for the faint of heart. LAN and WAN complexity leaves many at a loss for which solution is right for them, leading to less than optimal decisions. These decisions put the organization at risk, causing a lack of visibility at remote locations, disruption of business, reputation damage, and even fines.

Choose a fully-supported solution with secure, robust, and complete protection for all your locations.

PDI Firewall as a Service uses the latest in firewall technology to deliver modern network protection, supported around the clock by industry-leading experts, with additional support for compliance and licensing, hardware fulfillment, and implementation.

First-tier, fully managed service that includes 24/7 support and active monitoring
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Optimize network protection and take full advantage of PDI Support with companion services, PDI Wi-Fi as a Service and PDI Switching as a Service

Best-in-class security meets best-in-class support

- Proactive monitoring with 24/7 help desk for support when you need it
- LTE/5G failover to preserve critical functioning
- Advanced security appliances on site and in cloud
- Hardware pre-configured and delivered with next day replacement in case of failure
- Project and deployment management for smooth implementation

PDI Firewall as a Service Industrial Edition

When traditional firewall solutions won’t cut it, PDI Firewall as a Service Industrial provides firewall protection for kiosks, in-vehicle, unmanned POS, and other locations that can’t accommodate standard hardware.

Compact, ruggedized hardware fits in tight spaces and tolerates wide temperature fluctuations, humidity, and dust accumulation that can cripple conventional equipment.